
Garden of the
Names of Allah

AL BAARI'



Welcome to the 
GARDEN OF THE 
NAMES OF ALLAH.



We need all the names of Allah. 
For example, when we fall sick and a virus
which shouldn’t be there enters our body, 

Who will take out that virus? 

ALLAH AL BAARI’.
He will get rid of the sickness. 



Sometimes someone accuses another of
stealing their things or talking bad about them,

but maybe they didn’t do it. 



So Allah Al Baari’ will prove the innocence of
the one who’s been accused so that everyone

knows they didn’t do wrong.



Sometimes a person has a fault 
or something bad happened to them, 

Allah Al Baari’ will get rid of it 
and make them sound.



Allah created all of us from sand. 
And Allah Al Baari’ is able to take something 
so simple such as sand and create us from it.



When Allah creates the humans, 
He creates them pure and innocent. Look at how

cute a baby is, the baby knows Who’s Allah
though it can’t speak, and the baby has not
committed any sins. Does a baby lie? No.



We are all born innocent, free of sins. 
We are born clean and pure. 

Who made us like this? 
ALLAH AL BAARI’.



Al Baari’ is the One Who makes every
creation together with those like it. So
fish are together, birds are together,
humans are together and so forth.



For example, bees have a job and ants are busy
with their work. Does an ant ever say, “today I will
do the work of a bee? Or the other way around?”

No.



Every creation is created with a specific role 
that is suitable for it. Look at the shapes 

of birds so they can fly.



 Look at the animals in the jungle, animals
in the desert and animals in the sea. All of
them are suitable for their environment
and Allah Al Baari’ made them like that.



Allah Al Baari’ made people with different hair
colors and different skin tones. He made each

person suitable in the way they look.



Allah Al Baari’ makes 
the believers love one another. 



Allah Al Baari’ gave each creation a role, but He
gave the human a very important role which is to

worship Allah.



Allah Al Baari’ make us pure from
shirk so that we do not worship

anyone else except Him. 



Allah brought us in this life, not so that we sin
and do bad, but to repent and seek forgiveness
from our wrongs. We worship Allah and do not

associate with Him.



When we are free of shirk 
then we will do the best we can. 



WHEN WE BELIEVE IN 

ALLAH AL BAARI’…
WHAT SHOULD WE DO?



Repent and seek forgiveness from Allah so that
we are pure.



If we fall sick or if anything disturbs us then we ask
Allah Al Baari’ to remove it.



Allah Al Baari’ teaches us to organize our
room by putting our pencils together, our
erasers together, and our clothes in one
place. Everything should be in its place

and with all the things like it. 



Also we should do things according to the
purpose of the room. For example, we sleep 

in our room, but eat in the dining room. 
Allah Al Baari’ teaches us many things.




